**ARE YOU LOOKING FOR NEW AND POWERFUL EXPERIENCES?**

**GALICIA SURF GETWAY** 3 DAYS

This is the best place to discover Galicia’s surf culture, with a mix of surf breaks that will suit surfers of all levels. You’ll be able to enjoy the surf culture and the cultural heritage of this region.

**GALICIA SURFTRIP** 7 DAYS

With a better contrast between surf breaks, you can experience different surfing environments in each day of your trip. Surf breaks from the northwest to the southeast of Galicia will allow you to get an idea of the variety of this unique coast.

**GALICIA SURFARI** 15 DAYS

A true surfari is a good opportunity to discover the different surf spots of Galicia. You can choose which breaks you want to surf and plan your trip accordingly. Surf breaks that are famous in summer will also work in winter, and vice versa.

---

**GALICIA SURF GETWAY**

**LEGENDS**

- **LOW**
- **MEDIUM**
- **HIGH**
- **VIEW**
- **CONCAVE**
- **SHALLOW**
- **FOAM**
- **WINDS**
- **DIRECTION**
- **SEAFOAM**
- **TIDE**
- **NO INFO**

**BEACHES TOP 16**

You’re sure to be mesmerised looking at the beautiful landscapes of the Northwest coast of Galicia. This is where a mix of nature and history combines to create an unforgettable surfing experience.

---

**PICO DE PATOS**

Beach that works in straight and cross-swings. It’s one of the most consistent beaches in Galicia, with a wide variety of surf breaks that will suit surfers of all levels.

---

**PANTÍN**

This is a beach in the area of Santa María de Oia, where you can find a large beach break that works in all conditions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.

---

**OLNÍAS**

Known for its large surf breaks, this beach is one of the most consistent in Galicia. It offers long breaks with strong wind and powerful waves, ideal for browsing.

---

**MACHACONA**

The beach is located in the area of Mondoñedo, where you can find a large beach break that works in all directions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.

---

**DONÍNOS**

This is a beach located in the area of Ortigueira, where you can find a large beach break that works in all directions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.

---

**CAMPELO**

This is a beach located in the area of Compostela, where you can find a large beach break that works in all directions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.

---

**ONDLONGA**

This is a beach located in the area of Oleiros, where you can find a large beach break that works in all directions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.

---

**CELIO**

This is a beach located in the area of Cedeira, where you can find a large beach break that works in all directions. It’s one of the most popular beach breaks in Galicia.
Surfing Essentials in Galicia

WELCOME TO GALICIA SURFING!

Don’t miss it!